
Rebutting the Administration's Dangerous False Claims On Aleppo
Russia is in the midst of a massive artillery buildup in regime-held areas of the Syrian city of Aleppo,
in what may be preparations for a new military offensive against the city that would shred the already-
fragile cessation of hostilities. Since Aleppo is the largest Syrian population center, such an offensive
would likely have devastating humanitarian and security impacts. Yet Russia has sought to justify its
buildup with dangerous false claims that, regrettably, have been echoed by the Obama Administration:

FALSE CLAIM 1 -- April 11, Russian General Staff operations head Gen. Sergey Rudskoy:
According to Rudskoy more than 8,000 al-Nusra militants have concentrated on the south-
western outskirts of Aleppo, and 1,500 are to the north. "The militants are planning a large-
scale offensive with the aim of cutting off communication between Aleppo and Damascus."1

FALSE CLAIM 2 -- April 20, DoD Operation Inherent Resolve spokesman Col. Steve Warren:
"We have seen...regime forces with some Russian support as well begin to mass and concentrate
combat power around Aleppo. That said, it's primarily al-Nusra who holds Aleppo, and of
course, al-Nusra is not part of the cessation of hostilities."

FALSE CLAIM 3 -- April 22, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry:
Mr. Kerry said that the Russians might be moving on Aleppo because members of the Al Nusra
Front, an affiliate of Al Qaeda, were mixed throughout parts of the region, and that they were
terrorists not party to the cease-fire. "There’s a Russian impatience and a regime impatience
with the terrorists...laying siege to places on their side and killing people.”2

REBUTTAL 1
U.S.-endorsed rebels are easily more powerful than the Al-Qaeda affiliated Nusra in the Aleppo area:

An Institute  for  the  Study of
War report this February listed
Nusra  as  only  a  "Potential
Power  Broker"  in  the  greater
Aleppo area.

The  US-supported  rebel
groups  Jaish  al-Mujahideen,
Jabha  Shamia,  and  Fawj  al-
Awal  were  listed  as  actual
"Power  Brokers,"  meaning
they are stronger than Nusra in
greater Aleppo.3

1 Russia Times, "10,000 Al-Nusra Militants Surrounding Aleppo, Plan to Blockade the City." April 12, 2016.  
2 New York Times, "Russian Military Buildup Near Aleppo, Syria, Threatens Truce, Kerry Warns." April 22, 2016.  
3 Institute for the Study of War, "Syrian Armed Opposition Forces in Aleppo." February 13, 2016.  



REBUTTAL 2
Current Russian artillery positioning is not consistent with an operation to protect the Damascus route:

While Russian forces are currently positioning artillery in the area of Aleppo City, the regime's route
between Aleppo and Damascus is at its most vulnerable some 30 miles to the southeast, near the towns
of Rasm al-Nafl and Khanasser. There, the regime's front lines with ISIS and the rebels are in close
proximity to each other and to Jabbul Lake. Both ISIS and Nusra have at times closed this road, most
recently in mid-February of this year. Mainstream rebels have not threatened this road since late 2013.

REBUTTAL 3
Secretary Kerry and Colonel Warren are themselves aware of Russia's nefarious motives in Aleppo:

This past February, when Russia derailed political negotiations with a fierce air campaign on rebel-held
areas of Aleppo and its suburbs, both Col. Warren and Sec. Kerry issued strong denunciations: 

Col. Warren: "ISIL is virtually nonexistent in that part of Syria. Russia can no longer credibly
claim its airstrikes there are doing anything other than supporting regime forces, as they mount
what the United Nations has called a systematic and widespread attack on civilians." (Feb. 10)

Sec. Kerry: "Neither Russia nor Assad nor the supporters of Assad are at this moment in
compliance with the United Nations Resolution 2254...Russia is using what are called free-fall
bombs... there are civilians, including women and children, being killed in large numbers as a
consequence...This has to stop." (Feb. 5)

Whether intentional or not, top-level messaging from the Obama Administration on Russia and Aleppo
has undergone a radical shift since early February. Recent comments of Secretary Kerry and Colonel
Warren will be interpreted in Moscow as a green light for the next Russian campaign of slaughter, with
dire humanitarian and security implications.

Russian forces in Aleppo will not target ISIS. They will target the civilians and armed groups
that can best fight ISIS and serve as U.S. partners. The United States must increase support to its
local Syrian rebel partners and use all diplomatic channels to deter a devastating Russian assault.
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